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ПРОБЛЕМЫ ПРИ ПЕРЕВОДЕ ЭНАНТИОСЕМИИ В ХУДОЖЕСТВЕННОМ ТЕКСТЕ С АНГЛИЙСКОГО 
НА РУССКИЙ ЯЗЫК 

Аннотация 
В статье рассматривается явление энантиосемии, т.е. разновидность антонимии, совмещающая 

противоположные значения в одном слове. В разных исследованиях эта категория рассматривается как особый 
случай полисемии. Даны описания некоторых видов энантиосемии, такие как лексическая, диахроническая и 
фразеологическая; а также выявлены проблемы при переводе этого явления с одного языка на другой. В результате 
исследования было доказано, что при переводе значение слова сохраняется, а особенность энантиосемии 
утрачивается. 
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Abstract 
The article deals with the phenomenon of enantiosemy – a kind of antonymy, combining opposite meanings in one word. In 

different studies, this category is considered as a special phenomenon of polysemy. Some types of enantiosemy like lexical, 
diachronic and phraseological are described, as well as problems are identified when translating this phenomenon from one 
language into another. As a result of the study, it was proved that in translation the meaning of the word is preserved, however 
the peculiarity of enantiosemy is lost. 
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ntroduction 
All languages tend to create a single standard system 
of linguistic means and capable of communication. 

However, full compliance in the same type of meaning is not 
observed in different languages. Therefore, the content of 
each language is distinguished by two components – 
universal which is common to all languages, and idioethnical 
that characterizes every language in its individual uniqueness. 

The research is devoted to the study various aspects of 
the enantiosemy phenomenon. The object of research is to 
study this phenomenon in linguistics and comparative 
analysis of enantiosemy in translation in the two languages 
(English and Russian). Many this issue do not have same 
answer by now. But the research on enantiosemy has great 
value and significance for the research of lexicology and 
semantics itself. Therefore, this article aims to promote the 
study about enantiosemy through detailed illustration of the 
research value. 

Method 
In systematic semantic analyses were used the following 

methods: lexicographic method, involving a sample of 
material from dictionaries, dictionary definitions, analysis 
and comparative method for analyzing prior learning. 
Examples of enantiosemy were analyzed on the books with 
parallel translation (English – Russian). 

Discussion 
Enantiosemy is being studied not only by linguists, but 

also philosophers, psychologists, etc. Linguists mostly 
studied lexical enantiosemy and analyzed enantiosemy of one 
language (Russian, English, French), as well as on the 
material of several languages in sight was even enantiosemy 
of separate dialects [12]. There’s not an unambiguous 

decision on enantiosemy place and role in the language 
system. The words in which a single word has multiple 
meanings are an instance case of polysemy. In the special 
case of contronyms, the polysemous terms contain two 
opposite meanings. This phenomenon is called by linguists in 
different ways, it is known also as antagonym, enantiosemy, 
antilogy, contronym, contranym, autantonym, or 
contradictanym. In English there are so called Janus words 
named after the Roman god of doors and beginnings – Janus 
[11]. He was usually represented in art as having two bearded 
faces that faced in opposite directions, as doors do — and the 
same as Janus words do. Negation, emotionality, antonymy, 
ambiguity, homonymy, polysemy – all these language tools 
enriching our speech combines the phenomenon enantiosemy.  
It means the combination in the semantic structure of a word 
two opposite meanings. The description of this phenomenon 
was given in 1883 by Professor Scherzl V. I., who named it 
"enantiosemy". In the writings of Novikov L. A., Panova M. 
V., Khodakova Y. P., it  was also reflected. In our country the 
research on this phenomenon was done by Odilov Y. R. and 
Salikhova N. K. Enantiosemy is now a fairly common 
phenomenon observed in many languages and its main sign is 
ambiguity in understanding speech. One of the first who 
spoke about the source of enantiosemy development was the 
German linguist Carl Abel. It was his theory of the "opposite 
meanings of primitive words" that interested "The 
Antithetical Meaning of Primal" (1900), later he wrote an 
article entitled "The Antithetical Meaning of Primal Words 
"(1910). The theory appeared in Abel's article "Über den 
Gegensinn der Urworte," which appeared in 
Sprachwissenschaftliche Abhandungen, published in Leipzig 
in 1885[1]. 
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Fig. 1 – Associations of enantiosemy with other linguistic units 

 

Fig. 2  

  

Fig. 3 – Concepts for the “enantiosemy” phenomenon given throughout history by different linguists (Fig. 2) 
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Results 
As the main reason for the emergence of opposing 

meanings within a single word, they identified an indefinite 
content of ancient roots. This point of view is supported by 
other scientists. For example, Bulakhovskiy L. A. notes that 
the phenomenon of enantiosemy occurs when the "third, 
intermediate meaning" with various semantic nuances is 
traced in those or other contexts. The main reasons for its 
emergence were borrowings, polysemantic words, the 
formation of complex words, etc. Types of enantiosemy can 
be represented in the form of oppositions: synchronic – 
diachronic, linguistic – within speech, lexical – grammatical, 

lexemic – phraseological, denotative – connotative, intra- and 
interlingual. Let's consider some of them: 

Diachronic enantiosemy – words that have acquired the 
opposite (negative or positive) meaning with time: 

The English word resent is the primary obsolete meaning 
"evaluate, appreciate," the secondary modern is the opposite 
one. 

The word courage we use as a synonym for the words 
"heroism", "fearlessness". And the original meaning was 
violation of moral norms, arrogance. So they called an 
arrogant man. Likewise is the word boldness. 

 
Table 1 - Interlingual enantiosemy 

 “Gift” from German – poison (с немецкого 
яд)  

 From English into Russian “present”(в 
русском языке переводится как  дар, подарок)  

 «uroda» polish word – “Beauty” (с польского 
языка – красавица)  

 In Russian is translated “ugly”(в русском 
языке «урод»)  

 «zapomnieć» -  to  forget (забыть)   In Russian  the same word is vice versa 
“to remember” (запомнить)  

 «вунь, воняфки» Czech word  means perfume in 
Russian  (чешское слово имеет значение «духи»)  

 In Russian is  “stink” ( в русском языке 
«вонь» – неприятный запах)  

 
Interlanguage (interlingual) enantiosemy is when the 

words’ spelling in some languages is similar or identical, but 
have a completely opposite meaning. Obviously, 
enantiosemy between two languages, as compared with that 
inside the first one, can prevent much greater understanding. 
Since such words cause confusion and misunderstanding in 
the reader or interlocutor enantiosemy study is an important 
element in the translation of texts, speeches, as well as in the 
study of the language itself. 

Enantiosemy can occur in different forms, including 
words, contexts, phrases, within one or cross-languages. The 
most interesting type probably is lexical enantiosemy. In this 
type of enantiosemy lexical-semantic characteristics play an 
important role. There are interesting moments in translating 
enantiosemy from one language to another, in this case from 
English to Russian. 

 It is clearly evident in the example: 
 “I mention this peaceful spot with all possible laud 

for it is in such little retired Dutch valleys…” (Я упоминаю 
об этом тихом и безмятежном уголке со всяческой 
похвалой; в этих маленьких забытых голландских 
долинах, разбросанных по обширному штату). Analyzing 
this example, we can say there’s irony (enantiosemy is 
closely connected with irony) as the author means the 
opposite, though he uses praising words.  

 He belated for the dawn and hurried up – Он 
спешил чтобы не опоздать к рассвету.  

 The cognomen of Crane was not inapplicable to his 
person – Фамилия Крейн довольно хорошо подходила к 
его наружности. 

 Justice was rewarded with double portion of the 
birch [2]. – Usually this word has positive meaning, e.g. to be 
rewarded by medal; but in this context it has negative 
meaning: to punish somebody. «Он миловал щуплого, 
несчастного паренька, вздрагивающего при малейшем 
взмахе лозы, но справедливость при этом ничуть не 
страдала: она вознаграждалась  двойной порцией 
розог, всыпанных какому-нибудь коренастому, крепкому, 
упрямому и надоедливому пострелу, который под лозой 
хмурился, пыжился и становился все упрямее и 
угрюмее»; «вознаграждаться», в значении:  1) за услуги, 
службу, учебу, – грамотой, медалью;  2)отплатить 
деньгами – за помощь;  3) наказать – бранью, розгами. 

 It was a matter of no little vanity to him on Sundays, 
to take his station in front of the church gallery, with a band 
of chosen singers; where, in his own mind, he completely 
carried away the palm from the parson [2]. Он 
преисполнялся гордости и тщеславия, когда по 
воскресным дням занимал свое место на хорах церкви, 
впереди группы отборных певцов; стоя здесь, он считал в 
глубине души, что пальма первенства принадлежит, 
бесспорно ему, а не священнику. 

 were often filled with awe at – не раз содрогались 
от страха [2]. 

 was always greeted with satisfaction –  
встречали не без известного удовольствия [2]. 

 Her nerves began to recover from the shock they 
had received. – она начала оправляться от испытанного 
потрясения; to recover from – приходить в себя от 
болезни, испуга, удивления  [5, P. 23]. 

 To lend – одалживать, давать взаймы; to give 
money and also ask for money  [2, P. 30]. 

 Nothing loath – means willing, though the word 
loath means unwilling [2, P. 31]. Very interesting 
combination of words: negative words give positive meaning. 

 To keep up – means to continue, in translation into 
Russian not stop; не прекращать, не меняться [6, P.13]. 

 It was no very usual thing… - это было вполне 
обычным делом… [7, P. 9] 

Variations on this theme include not bad, not half bad, 
and not so bad, which translate as “good,” “pretty good,” or, 
depending on intonation — “Not bad!” — as “very good.” 

Conclusion 
Hence, enantiosemy is such phenomenon that 

incorporates many linguistic means, such as antonymy, 
homonymy, etc. giving it a variety of shades, so that each 
language becomes unique. Consequently, negative sentence 
transfers into positive in translation, or vice versa: positive 
sentence becomes negative. And also the conducted analysis 
allows to draw a conclusion that: 1) enantiosemy has an 
ambiguous character (the speaker usually means the 
opposite); 2) most often enantiosemy occurs in oral speech 
and 3) when translated into another language, in most cases it 
is lost. On this topic, further deep study is possible, this 
research can be expanded on the basis of other works, poems, 
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etc. and can be continued on the basis of Uzbek language, since it is little known on this topic. 
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